STEM DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES 2019-2020

**Math (ALL)**
1. 1- 1.5”, 3-Ring Binders (to be left in the classroom)
2. Composition Book (WITH graph paper)

**Miller (Physics)**
1. 2- 1”, 3-Ring Binders (to be left in the classroom)
2. Dividers-1, 8 pk (for binder)
3. Erasable pens (any dark color)

**Brookins (Physics/Chemistry) and Anderson (Chemistry)**
1. Composition Book (with or without graph paper)
2. 1- 2”, 3-Ring Binder (specifically for physics/chemistry)

**Strickland (Engineering Your World)**
1. Graph paper- 2 packs
2. 1- 1.5”, 3-Ring Binder (specifically for Strickland’s class)
3. Plastic tab dividers-1 pk or at least 8

1 of each of the following (to be kept in personal student supply bag to be used daily) for all STEM classes
1. Pencil/Supply Bag
2. Notebook Paper
3. Pencils/Pens
4. Whiteout Pen (NOT whiteout tape)
5. Red Grading Pens
6. Colored Pencils
7. Scissors
8. Ruler
9. Protractor
10. Glue sticks/Elmer’s Glue (3 sticks or 1 bottle)
11. Highlighters (2 different colors, any color)
12. Markers (at least 8 different colors)
13. Headphones with 3.5 mm stereo plug (standard computer headphone jack)

1 of each of the following (to be turned in to the STEM Department-Mrs. Carr)
1. Kleenex-1 box
2. 1 pk copy paper

*If you have any questions, please email Mrs. Carr at kenyail.carr@fwisd.org.
Thank you and we look forward to a great year!